Emergency Meeting: January 22, 2019

Agenda Item 3a/3b

STAFF REPORT
OUT VALLY T1 LINE
Requested Action:
That the Board find that the damage to the Out Valley T1 line is an emergency that creates
sudden, unexpected occurrence that poses a clear and imminent danger, requiring immediate
action to prevent or mitigate the loss or impairment of life, health, property, or essential public
services.
That the Board further find that it is necessary to waive the California Public Contract Code
force account threshold of $10,000 to perform the necessary repairs.
Background:
The District owns and operates a fiber telecommunications line (T-1 line) as part of the OutValley transmission system. This line consists of six pairs of fibers, three of which are in use –
for PG&E high speed protection relays, for the communication system between KM Green and
KM Blue and between the CAISO and the meter at KM Green, and for the District high speed
protection relays. The remaining three pairs are spares.
On January 4th the District high speed protection went down. Edge Communications was
contacted and tested the line January 8th. At that time, one in-use pair and two spare pairs of the
fiber line were found to be broken at a distance consistent with the Silver Lake Bridge. In
addition, abnormalities on the unbroken lines were noted in the location of the Silver Lake
Bridge and the Bear River Reservoir bridge crossing.
After another set of storms and subsequent freezing weather, additional breaks occurred: On
January 17th, PG&E informed us that the PG&E high speed protection was down. Then on
January 18th, we received notice the CAISO meter communication went down.
In accordance with the CAISO Tariff, repair of the CAISO communication line is required
within 15 days. Failure to repair may result in decertification of the meter(s) or revocation of the
Certificate of Compliance. The PG&E high speed protection is a requirement of our
Interconnection Agreement, though no specific timeline for repair is stated.
Several previous outages at the bridge crossings have occurred. A summary of these outages and
costs is shown below.
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Date
March 2015
November 2015
November 2016

Location of Repair
Silver Lake Bridge
Bear River Reservoir Bridge
Silver Lake Bridge
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Cost
$4,650
$8,470
$15,225

Due to the multiple failures of the fiber line at the two bridge crossings, a project was completed
in the summer of 2017 to install drainage lines on the conduit on either side of both bridges. No
issues occurred during the 2017-2018 winter.
In order to repair the current break, Edge proposes to replace the known faulted line at Silver
Lake Bridge crossing and then evaluate the abnormalities at Bear River Reservoir. If the
abnormalities are minor, the replacement of the line at that bridge crossing may be able to be
delayed until spring. Edge is available to replace the line at Silver Lake on January 24th and 25th,
however significant snow removal will be needed to access the vaults. Edge is evaluating its
equipment and staff to determine if they will be able to offer this service, otherwise District staff
and equipment will be used to do the snow removal, which may cause a delay in repair.
Alternatives:
Request additional time from Cal-ISO to prepare bid documents, bid the project, and perform the
repairs.
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